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Susan Kolb a medical doctor who's uniquely qualified to inform this story because she has a specialty in
plastic material and reconstructive surgery, along with extensive training in holistic medicine. Kolb says,
"Sometimes most of us have to learn the hard method. While her tale is very personal, in addition, it reflects
the experience of hundreds of thousands of other women. The story she tells requires multinational
corporations, public health concerns and governmental organizations which have betrayed the very people
they are charged with protecting. As Dr. Yet additionally it is about healing, for this contains the promise
that those involved will learn higher responsibility. Suppressed analysis, legal battles, federal government
hearings, political corruption and corporate greed are part of this saga. Furthermore, both silicone and saline
breast implants have been around in her body, and she confronted the health challenges such prosthetic
products can produce."
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give it period for your body to reject these terrible endocrine disruptors Thank you Dr. God bless you Susan
Kolb and thank you This is probably the most important books of our time. This book inspired me to
eliminate (and not replace) my 9 season outdated saline implants, which finished up having a moldy valve
and a biofilm disease!Despite lies from the FDA and several cosmetic or plastic surgeons (who get
kickbacks) breast implants (whether saline or silicone) ARE NOT SAFE. Even if you don't feel ill right
away, give it time for the body to reject these awful endocrine disruptors. thank you.After extensive blood
tests, doctors found absolutely nothing wrong with me!! Since explant, my life has been nothing lacking a
miracle. Any girl questioning her health, not really being paid attention to by the medical community and
wanting to live a natural existence - remove your implants ASAP! I am so pleased to say that Dr. Necessary
read BEFORE deciding to get breast implants! Kolb individually. Heads up, go through this BEFORE
deciding it you wish to risk your wellbeing with them. If I got known when I acquired mine 27 years ago the
reality about silicone and saline implants, I would Do not have gotten them! My doctor suggested the
silicone. I became fatigued after 4 years and a slue of various other health issues because the years
progressed. Most severe mistake of my life! I had no idea there were 37 toxic chemical substances in each
implant. Which means 74 TOXIC chemical substances in my own body, that my disease fighting capability
had to combat for many years! And Ladies, saline isn't necessarily better, they still have a silicone shell and
mold can develop inside them! The truth! I say it really is time we simply love the bodies God provided us,
and prevent trying to end up being Barbies! Even Hugh Hefner's wife Crystal got her implants out from
illness, as well as Beverly Hills Housewives Yolanda Hadid (David Foster's ex), and thousands to millions
of women all over the world have gotten sick from them. Dr.! Believe me they're not worth the cost of the
loss of your health! Kolb will be eliminating the toxic silicone implants from my love's body in just a couple
of weeks. People who are chemically sensitive should absolutely never get implants! Please simply love the
size you are, it's better to be healthy, capable and happy than not really!! Sick for over 20 years and never
knew why as yet. From type turning up reddish and changing size, to whole paragraphs out of order,some
appearing a page later on. Be well! Kolb offers applied for my implants and given me my life back! Full
disclosure is not part of mainstream medicine! We weren't disappointed. Dr This book was so inspiring that
my fiance and I visited Dr. A must browse for people thinking about either getting breast implants or in
having them removed (explant)! We weren't disappointed. Very Helpful I ordered this book because two of
my friends were needing to have their breast implants replaced. Kolb answered therefore many mysteries
about my fiance's deteriorating wellness. Dr. Getting fatigued and having many health issues is medically
costly and you won't be able to do the points you want to. She is an amazing doctor. Amazing Book! In case
you are considering getting your boobs done, or if you are simply a human in the world, you need to read
this book. Amazing and so informative! You understand how tricky breast implants are and how they may
be toxic.. Dr. It tells the truth about our medical community, the firms producing products put into
individual bodies who's priority at all cost is earning money and covering up hazards.) This is actually the
most in-depth information about what goes on inside our bodies, the complications that can take place from
having implants, and specifically just what needs to be done should you have to have them replaced.
Implants usually do not last permanently and revisions and explants aren't included in insurance and the
physicians who perform the explants do not like to deal with insurance firms because claims could be
denied. Five Stars These are things primary stream plastic surgeons won't show you. The woman can be a
genius!!! Kolb! (I've had implants since 1985, but thankfully I have already been blessed to never
experienced any problems. Not forgetting Government agencies who are totally ineffective in preventing
damage, ignoring their own evidence. It tells how greed and ignorance destroys lives. Kolb is a life saver!
God bless you Susan Kolb doctor extra ordinare. A must read I am therefore fortunate that I saw my holistic
doctor 2 days before my explant with the intention of putting in new silicone implants. She educated me and
suggested reading this reserve i trusted this doctor and canceled the implant. By this reserve I came across



I'm ill . The medical procedures was only one 1 hour so not sure if he removed the capsule cells. It's an
interesting examine and I learnt plenty from it. In case you are hell bent on obtaining them done, go through
this publication so you can learn to do them safely and look after yourself should you choose! I don't know
what tests to take to see where in fact the saline leaked to and what to do about it. I find my cosmetic
surgeon in 2 days and hopefully I'll obtain answers I highly recommend this book thank you. Today I
discover out that the proper implant was leaking... I had vertigo soon after implanting, but I started feeling
really sick 3 years after implanting - chronic fatigue, running temperatures after workout, exercise
intolerance, major depression, chronic stiff throat, sore glands, dizziness, pounds gain, feeling like I was
dying and feeling like I was 90 yrs . old (I'm a 30 something). By this reserve I discovered I'm ill bij breasts
implants. This reserve guided me to curing. It saved my entire life. Informative. Most informative and
helpful. Editing issues. The subject matter is not the issue. There are numerous formatting mistakes in this
book. A genuine education! This book needs serious editing. When you have to sign a "waiver" or consent
for implants then can a patient actually consider them a safe option to appear and feel better? It really is
especially unwise if you have cancer or allergies to fungus and mold in my opinion. For those who have
implants, you need to keep this book readily available. Implants do not last forever and revisions and
explants aren't included in insurance and the physicians who perform the explants This is essential read
cover to cover before paying a cosmetic surgeon to insert any prosthetic device on your own chest which has
ANY silicone inside or outside. Interesting facts I purchased the book as We was ill with breasts implant
illness from toxic silicone implants. I've acquired capsular contracture (hard breasts) for 18 year and my
plastic surgeon said it had been ok. Explanted now and hoping to get better.
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